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On Being a Senior Engineer

For an optimal experience, 
make sure you can read this text.



Forward-Looking Statements

Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995:

This presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. If any such uncertainties materialize or 
if any of the assumptions proves incorrect, the results of salesforce.com, inc. could differ materially from the results expressed or implied by the 
forward-looking statements we make. All statements other than statements of historical fact could be deemed forward-looking, including any 
projections of product or service availability, subscriber growth, earnings, revenues, or other financial items and any statements regarding strategies 
or plans of management for future operations, statements of belief, any statements concerning new, planned, or upgraded services or technology 
developments and customer contracts or use of our services.

The risks and uncertainties referred to above include – but are not limited to – risks associated with developing and delivering new functionality for 
our service, new products and services, our new business model, our past operating losses, possible fluctuations in our operating results and rate of 
growth, interruptions or delays in our Web hosting, breach of our security measures, the outcome of any litigation, risks associated with completed 
and any possible mergers and acquisitions, the immature market in which we operate, our relatively limited operating history, our ability to expand, 
retain, and motivate our employees and manage our growth, new releases of our service and successful customer deployment, our limited history 
reselling non-salesforce.com products, and utilization and selling to larger enterprise customers. Further information on potential factors that could 
affect the financial results of salesforce.com, inc. is included in our annual report on Form 10-K for the most recent fiscal year and in our quarterly 
report on Form 10-Q for the most recent fiscal quarter. These documents and others containing important disclosures are available on the SEC 
Filings section of the Investor Information section of our Web site.

Any unreleased services or features referenced in this or other presentations, press releases or public statements are not currently available and may 
not be delivered on time or at all. Customers who purchase our services should make the purchase decisions based upon features that are currently 
available. Salesforce.com, inc. assumes no obligation and does not intend to update these forward-looking statements.
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Basic Levels

Executing written processes

Creating a new process and executing it

Taking initiative on a task

e.g. you see something wrong and fix it

Balance

Leading a project

…that others work on as well

Architecting an environment/large 
feature/product

Pic of a Staircase here



The Work You Do

Small projects

Larger projects

Lead small/bigger projects

Participate in a project (or product)

Be part of the project specs

Define the vision for the project
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Autonomy

Constant instruction/supervision/verification

Verifies, little supervision, little instruction.

Can find answers…

… in a many places

Understanding how stuff works



Second Set of Eyes

What a PR is

Two heads better than one.

Reduce (or at least identify) technical debt

Balance
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Prioritize

Needs priorities and timelines told to them

may need reminding

Always asks about priorities and timelines

“Knows” priorities

Sets priorities within a team/department/organization



Setting and Meeting Expectations

”I’ll make sure the code is secure”

“I’ll implement the encryption module we spec’d 
out”.

“I’ll implement the encryption module we spec’d 
out by the end of May.”

Ask “What’s your timeframe on when you need 
this?” If they’re vague ask “do you need it today? 
By end of week? End of month/sprint?”

Follow-through, and follow-up.



Follow Up
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Different Types of “No”

”I can’t do this now, but I could get it by DATE. Would 
that work?”

“I will ask my team if someone is available”

“If you come to office hours at X or Y, someone will 
be able to help you.”

If it is a private chat, simply not responding.



Taking and Evaluating Risks

Having an appropriate sense of risk for 
yourself, but also the company.

Releasing after 3 pm right before a long 
holiday weekend?

Weigh consequences. Makes tests and a FAST 
rollback plan, even if it means more work later.

e.g. disabling a user vs. deleting  
Disabling can be turned back on easily.



Trees and Forests

Doing work

Understanding the impact of the work

Understanding why the work is being done

Quarterly/yearly goals

Suggest goals

Suggest vision

Set goals/vision



Recommendations

Technology, capability, organizational fit

Not just “the new tech to play with”

Caveat: Those with experience sometimes use the 
same old thing they are used to

Defends points when necessary.

When to fix something right away

When it is not worth fixing

When to put it in as a ticket to do later or for 
someone else.

Pain/time savings vs. cost. 80/20 rule.



Balancing: What is Best?

Sometimes the “right” technical solution is not the 
optimal solution for the environment.

Conversely, sometimes you go against best practice 
because it’s the right thing to do.

Consensus-based tech
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Your Scope

Small scope/impact

Bigger scope/impact

Working with more people

…across teams

Perhaps even to customers.
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“Real” Work

Not always the code or commandline.

Meetings, expectations, DoD

Planning

May involve:

Spreadsheets

Project planning software

Ticket grooming

Documentation

Approval
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Relationships
You work together with others to get results.

Good communication, expectations, follow-up and follow-through on promises

Talk about your hobby, what you did over the weekend, etc. 

There’s a balance between being a slacker and being 100% work-focused.

Communication depends on your audience.

Different parties want different information

…At their level.
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Audience
Team: I have updated the settings so that the 
app now uses LDAP authentication.

Other tech folks: The app now uses LDAP 
authentication.  What this means for you is that 
when you login to production, you have to use 
your LDAP username and password. 

If you change your LDAP password the app will 
automatically pick it up. 

Now you do not have to remember more than 
one password!
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Audience
All Company: Hate having to remember your 
app password? Now, when you login to app, 
you will use your single-sign on username and 
password. 

If you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact me or my team, in X chat 
channel, and our office hours are Y. 

action item/knowledge

CEO/CTO: We have made the app more secure 
by tying it into our existing authentication 
mechanisms

overview
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Responding to a Question

“I don’t know”.

“You can’t do it”. 

“You could try this, oh wait, that doesn’t work. You could try that, that’s 
closer, but oh that doesn’t work either.”

“Let’s hop in a call and work it out.”

“You can’t do it because a case-sensitive index puts A and a 25 letters 
apart whereas a case-insensitive one puts them next to each other/equal 
weight”

“How can I get the DB to use an index on this case-sensitive query?” 

?



Communication

Try using WHERE foo=‘Foobar” AND foo=‘Foobar’ collate utf8_bin; and 
see if it still uses an index.

I tested WHERE foo=‘Foobar” AND foo=‘Foobar’ collate utf8_bin; and it 
still uses an index, so you can do that.

“What is the problem you are trying to solve?”

Think about who is asking the question.

Think about what is going on.
?



Reputation

People perceiving you as an expert

Relationships

Trust – follow through and follow up

Do a good job, even on jobs you think are beneath you

Help others



Tips and Tricks

Develop relationships

Thank people who do work for you and with you.

If a big project finishes or someone leaves the company, 
write a nice LinkedIn review.

Make it easy for others to do what you need them to do



The Unwritten Laws of Engineering -
http://tlmerrill.pbworks.com/w/file/fetch/85018
306/Unwritten%20Laws%20Engineering.pdf

John Allspaw’s “On Being a Senior Engineer” which 
includes “The Ten Commandments of Egoless 
Programming”. 
https://www.kitchensoap.com/2012/10/25/on-
being-a-senior-engineer/

Further Study

http://tlmerrill.pbworks.com/w/file/fetch/85018306/Unwritten%20Laws%20Engineering.pdf
https://www.kitchensoap.com/2012/10/25/on-being-a-senior-engineer/


Thank Y u


